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Burkhoff, Daniel, and John V. Tyberg. Why doespulmonary venous pressurerise after onset of LV dysfunction: a
theoretical analysis.Am. J. Physiol. 265 (Heart Circ. Physiol.
34): H1819-H1828, 1993.-One of the most important consequencesof acute left ventricular dysfunction (LVD) is pulmonary edemaresulting from a rise in pulmonary venouspressure
(PVP). It is generally believed that the PVP rise is a direct
hemodynamicconsequenceof LVD. While this paradigm seems
plausible,especiallyif the LV is viewed asa sumppump, there
is no specific evidence to support this simple explanation. A
theoretical analysiswas performed to assess
the hemodynamic
mechanismsresponsiblefor the dramatic rise in PVP after
acute LVD. The ventricles were modeledas time-varying elastances;pulmonary and systemicvascular systemswere modeled
as seriesof resistive and capacitive elements.In responseto a
50% decreasein LV contractile strength [end-systolic elastance
(E,,)] , cardiac output (CO) and meanarterial pressure(MAP)
dropped substantially, while PVP increasedminimally from its
baselineof 12to - 15 mmHg. With LV E,, set at 50% of normal,
the effects of sympathetic activation were tested. When heart
rate and total peripheral resistancewere increased, CO and
MAP improved, yet PVP still did not rise. The only intervention that causeda substantial increasein PVP was to simulate
the decreasein unstressedvolume (VU) of the venous system
known to occur with sympathetic activation. When VU was
decreasedby about 15-20% (comparableto experimentally observedshifts with acute heart failure), PVP increasedabove 25
mmHg. The effects of pericardial constraints were investigated,
and the resultssuggesta major role of this organ in determining
the overall hemodynamic responseto acute LVD, sympathetic
activation, and explaining the responsesto therapy. Thus this
analysissuggeststhat elevationsof PVP do not occur simply as
a direct hemodynamic consequenceof acute LVD. Rather,
changesin PVP may be dictated more by sympathetic control
on venous capacity. If confirmed, recognition of this as a primary mechanismmay prove important in directing development of new therapiesand in understandingthe mechanismsof
diseaseprogressionin heart failure.
venoussystem; sympathetic nervous system; pericardium; cardiovascular model
MOST common
and devastating consequences of acute left ventricular dysfunction (LVD) is
pulmonary edema. Increased pulmonary venous pressure
accompanying ventricular failure causes transudation of
fluid into the pulmonary capillary interstitium,
which
limits the transfer of oxygen from alveoli into blood. The
resulting hypoxia (and sometimes acidosis) can lead to
further deterioration
of ventricular performance and to
further decreases in body tissue oxygenation.
ONE OF THE
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Despite the longstanding
recognition of the correlation between acute LVD and the development of pulmonary congestion, significant
gaps exist in our understanding
of the mechanisms
by which pulmonary
capillary pressure increases when the pumping ability of
the ventricle is suddenly impaired. It is generally believed that fluid buildup in the lungs results from shifting blood from the peripheral circulation to the central
(i.e., heart-lung) compartment
(9, 13, 22); this shift of
volume is generally believed to be a direct hemodynamic
consequence of the decreased pumping ability of the
ventricle (9, 34, 40). This hypothesis assigns only a minor role to the many changes that occur in the cardiovascular system when heart function
deteriorates
acutely. Decreases in blood pressure and cardiac output
cause rapid activation of neurohormonal
systems which,
among other things, causes acute increases in heart rate,
increased arterial resistance, and a decrease in capacity
of the venous system (2-6, 8, 27, 34). However, it is
unknown whether and to what extent these reflex-mediated changes in the cardiovascular system properties
play a significant role in elevating pulmonary venous
pressure. This gap in understanding
may exist because
independent control of each of the factors involved is
not possible in the intact organism (human or experimental animal), making it difficult to separate the relative contributions
of the different components of the
system.
The purpose of this theoretical
analysis, therefore,
was to assess the relative importance of decreased ventricular contractile state, increased heart rate, increased
arterial resistance, and decreased venous capacity in the
development of pulmonary congestion after the onset of
acute LVD. This was accomplished using a computerbased analysis of cardiovascular
hemodynamics
in
which each parameter of interest can be varied independently or in combination
with others. The results of this
analysis suggest that the most important factor causing
an increase in pulmonary capillary pressure is the decrease in venous capacity, which in turn leads to a
marked increase in the effective circulating blood volume. Importantly,
it is shown that in the absence of
such changes in venous capacity, pulmonary capillary
pressure rises very little as a direct hemodynamic
consequence of acute LVD even in combination
with increases in arterial resistance and heart rate. Finally, the
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results of the analysis emphasize a major role of the
pericardium
in restricting ventricular filling when venous pressure rises, and in explaining the clinically observed hemodynamic
responses to venodilators.
The
limitations
of the analysis are discussed.
METHODS

Theoretical considerations.The cardiovascular system was
modeledas shown in Fig. 1. The details of this model are provided in APPENDIX
A and elsewhere(29); only a brief description
is provided here. The right and left ventricular pumping characteristics are representedby modifications of the time-varying
elastance[E(t)] theory of chamber contraction, which relates
instantaneousventricular pressure[P( t )] linearly to instantaneousvolume [V(t)]: P(t) = E(t)[V(t) - V,], where V0 is the
volume at which end-systolicpressure(P,,) is equalto 0 mmHg.
The E(t) function is modeled as a raised sine wave during
systole and an exponential decay during diastole (with time
constant of relaxation 7). This representation of LV function
wasmodified to account for the fact that there is a nonlinear
relationship between end-diastolic ventricular pressure (Ped)
and volume (V,,) that was assumedto be an exponential function: Ped= Aexp{[B(V,d
- V,)] - 1) (29). With this ventricular
model, contractility is indexed by end-systolic elastance(E,,),
which is the maximal value of the E(t) function (13); the time
at which E,,, is reached is defined as the time of end systole
(T,,).
The systemic and pulmonary circuits are each modeledby
lumped venous (C,) and arterial capacitances(C,); a proximal
characteristic resistance(R,), also commonly called characteristic impedance,that relates to the stiffness of the proximal
aorta or pulmonary artery; a lumped arterial resistance (R,);
and a resistanceto return of blood from the C, to the heart (R,),
which is similar, although not identical, to Guyton’s resistance
to venousreturn (11). The heart valves permit flow in only one
direction through the circuit.
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The blood volume contained within each of the capacitive
compartments is divided functionally into two pools: the unstressed(VU) and the stressedblood volume (V,). VU, sometimes referred to asthe deadvolume, is defined asthe maximum
volume of blood that can be placed within a capacitive vessel
without raising its pressureabove 0 mmHg. The blood volume
within the capacitive compartment in excessof VU is calledVs.
The pressurewithin the compartment is assumedto rise linearly with Vs in relation to the compliance(C): P = V&. The
unstressedvolume of the entire vascular system is equalto the
sum of VU of all the capacitive compartments; similarly, the
total body stressedvolume equalsthe sum of Vs for all compartments.
The normal value of eachparameter of the modelwas set to
be appropriate for a 70-75 kg man (body surface area 1.9 m2).
These values, adapted from values in the literature (16, 17, 28,
31, 32), are listed in Table 1. Baseline cardiovascularperformanceindexesobtained from the simulation usingthesenormal
parameter values are shown in Table 2.
Protocols. Several analyses were carried out to determine
how cardiac output (CO), mean arterial pressure(MAP), and
pulmonary venous pressure (PVP, which was equated with
pulmonary capillary pressure), change in responseto variations in specific cardiovascular parameters.The impact of reduced ventricular strength on cardiovascular performance was
tested by simulating acute global ventricular dysfunction by
progressively decreasingthe value of E,,. To test whether the
conclusionsdrawn from this analysis were dependent on the
way ventricular performancewas depressed,we also simulated
acute regional myocardial infarction using a modelvalidated in
animal studies (36). After exploring the direct hemodynamic
consequencesof decreasedventricular contractile strength, the
impact of increasedR,, heart rate, and changesin the distribution of blood volume betweenthe stressedand unstressedpool
were tested separately and then in combination. Finally, the
heart model wasmodified so asto include the influence of the
pericardium. The details of the pericardial model are provided
in APPENDIX
B.
RESULTS

Ra

The purpose of
the hemodynamic re-

Impact of decreased LV contractility.

the first analysis was to determine

Table 1. Baseline parameter values chosen
to be appropriate for 75 kg man
Heart

parameters

End-systolic elastance (E,,) , mmHg/ml
Unstressed volume (V,), ml
Time to end systole (T,,), ms
Time constant of relaxation (T), ms
Scaling factor for EDPVR (A), mmHg
Exponent for EDPVR (B), ml-l
Circulation

parameters

Arterial resistance (R,) , dyn s crnm5
Characteristic resistance (R,), dyn s. cmm5
Venous resistance (R,), dyn . s cmm5
Total resistance (RT), dyn .s. crn+j
Arterial capacitance (CJ, ml/mmHg
Venous capacitance ( Cv), ml/mmHg
l

l

l

l

Ra

PULMONIC

CIRCULATION

Fig. 1. Schematic representation of simulation used for the analysis.
Details of this model are presented in APPENDIX
A. RV and LV, right
and left ventricles, respectively; Ca and Cv, lumped arterial and venous
capacitances, respectively; R, proximal characteristic resistance; R,,
lumped arterial resistance; R,, resistance to return of blood from venous
capacitance to heart. See text for further details.

Common

RV

LV

0.7
0
175
25
0.35

3.0
0
175
25
0.35

0.023

0.033

Pul
40
20

Sys
1,200
40
20

87

1,260

27
13

8

1.32
70

parameters

Heart rate (HR), beatslmin
75
Total blood volume (VT), ml
5,500
Total stressed blood volume (V,), ml
750
Total unstressed blood volume (Vu), ml
4,750
RV and LV, right and left ventricles; EDPVR, end-diastolic pressurevolume relation; Pul and Sys, pulmonic and systemic circulation, respectively. Values adapted from literature.
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Table 2. Cardiovascular performance indexes derived
from model with normal parameter values

I
n

Aortic pressure, mmHg
Pulmonary pressure, mmHg
Cardiac output, l/min
Left ventricular
P, mmHg

115/61 (mean 86)
30/12 (mean 16)
5.4

E

‘=w

115/12
106

Ved, ml

70.8
67

SV, ml
EF, %
Right ventricular
P, mmHg
Ved,

.-

Ischemic

3012

95.2

ml

SV, ml
EF, %

Myocardium

(%

Fig. 3. Impact of simulated acute myocardial infarction on hemodynamic indexes. As percent of ventricle rendered ischemic increases, CO
and MAP decrease but PVP increases only by a small amount.

70.8
75

response to this dramatic change in 7, Ped varied <l
mmHg from the starting value and was nearly unchanged
at 14 mmHg, while LV Ved decreased minimally from 113
sponses to a primary decrease in LV contractile strength
to 104 ml. Next, with 7 set at 50 ms and LV E,, at 1.5
in the absence of other changes in cardiovascular propmmHg/ml,
we increased the diastolic stiffness of the venerties. Results are shown in Fig. 2. As E,, was decreased tricle by increasing the value of LV B (the exponent of the
from a control value of 3 (vertical line on graph) to 1 diastolic PV relation; see Table 1) from its baseline value
mmHg/ml,
corresponding to a severe reduction in con- of 0.033 to 0.044 ml-l (a 33% increase). This represents a
tractile performance, there was a prominent decrease in very large increase in LV stiffness: for instance, the presCO and MAP. The important finding, however, was that
sure on the end-diastolic
pressure-volume
relation
PVP increased from the control value of 12 to only 16 (EDPVR) at a volume of 110 ml increased from 14 to 38
mmHg. Thus pulmonary congestion could not be created
ml. In response to this dramatic increase in LV diastolic
in this model simply by inducing a profound reduction in stiffness, LV Ped increased from 14 to only 17 mmHg
LV strength.
while LV Ved decreased markedly from 112 to 91 ml. Thus
To test whether this result was dependent on the way changes in the rate or extent of relaxation did not alter
in which ventricular contractile strength was reduced, the the major finding that PVP does not rise as a direct
impact of simulated acute myocardial infarction on LV hemodynamic consequence of impaired ventricular funcfilling pressure was determined. The results, presented in tion, systolic or diastolic.
Fig. 3, show that as the percent of the myocardium renImpact of increasing systemic resistance. To test the
dered ischemic is increased from 0 to 50%, there are role of increasing systemic R, in the generation of pulphysiologically profound decreases in CO and MAP; how- monary edema, LV E,, was set at one-half normal (1.5
ever, PVP increased from the baseline value to only 18 mmHg/ml),
and systemic R, was increased from its conmmHg. Thus the result that PVP does not increase sig- trol value of 1,200 to 6,700 dyn s cmS5, a much greater
nificantly with a large decrease in LV pumping ability
change than observed typically in the clinical setting;
appears to be independent
of the way LV chamber
note that for this analysis, R, was fixed at its control
strength is decreased.
value of 40 dynscm -5. The results are shown in Fig. 4;
In addition, it is commonly known that diastolic functhe vertical line indicates the normal R, value. As R, was
tion is impaired during ischemia (21), and this can cause increased, CO decreased and MAP increased, while PVP
changes in the rate and extent of myocardial relaxation.
changed very little. Thus the increase in R, that accomTo test whether such changes would modify the findings,
panies acute ventricular failure may effectively serve to
7 was increased from its baseline value of 25 to 125 ms increase blood pressure but has a deleterious effect on CO;
while LV E,, was at its reduced value of 1.5 mmHg/ml.
In
P, ventricular

pressure;

ved9

end-diastolic volume; SV, stroke volume;

EF, ejection fraction.
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Fig. 2. Impact of changing LV end-systolic elastance (E,,) on hemodynamic indexes in absence of changes in other cardiovascular parameters.
While cardiac output (CO) and mean arterial pressure (MAP) decrease
significantly as LV E,, was decreased from its control value (shown by
vertical dash-dot line), pulmonary venous pressure (PW increased by
only a very small amount.
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Fig. 4. Impact of increasing total systemic resistance on cardiovascular
performance with LV E,, set at one-half its control value. As resistance
is increased from its control value (shown by vertical dash-dot line) CO
decreases and MAP increases, but PVP is relatively unaffected.
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increasing R, did not cause a significant rise in PVP
during acute heart failure in this model.
Further analysis showed that changes in pulmonic R,,
either alone or in combination
with changes in systemic
R,, did not modify the conclusion that PVP was relatively
insensitive to marked elevations in systemic R,.
~~JXZC~of increasing heart rate. The role of increasing
heart rate to a maximum of 180 beats/min on cardiovascular performance with LV E,, set at one-half normal (1.5
mmHg/ml)
is illustrated in Fig. 5. For this analysis T,,
and 7 were also decreased as heart rate was increased. CO
increased substantially up to a heart rate of 120 beats/
min, after which it plateaued and then declined. This
nonlinear behavior reflects the balance between increasing CO secondary to increased beat frequency and decreasing stroke volume secondary to decreased LV filling.
MAP tracks CO output because, in this analysis, peripheral resistance is fixed. PVP decreased as heart rate was
increased. Also shown in this plot is LV Ped, which is
ordinarily equal to PVP; at high heart rates, however,
filling is curtailed and LV Ped falls slightly below PVP.
The precise nature of each of the curves shown in Fig.
5 is highly dependent on the parameters of the EDPVR,
7 and R,. Extensive analysis, however, failed to identify
any combination
of these parameter values that could
cause an increase in PVP with increases in heart rate. In
particular, even if T were increased instead of decreased
with the heart rate changes, PVP did not rise; rather, in
such a case LV Ved decreased so that PVP was relatively
unaffected (see DISCUSSION for further explanations).
Impact of changing stressed vascular volume. Sympathetic stimulation
increases the Vs by decreasing VU of
the splenic, hepatic, and systemic venous beds. In the
acute setting, total blood volume is nearly constant, so
that a decrease in VU would be accompanied by an approximately equal increase in Vs. It is known, however,
that when venous pressure rises, fluid can shift from the
intravascular space to the extravascular space (1,20), and
therefore this assumption may be only an approximation.
More recent studies have suggested that the magnitude of
this effect is small under normal conditions (33), and
therefore in the present analysis the sum of VU and Vs
will be assumed to be a constant.
The hemodynamic impact of decreasing total body VU
from the control value of 4,750 (vertical line) to 3,850 ml
LV E,,:
I
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Fig. 5. Impact of increasing heart rate on cardiovascular performance
with LV E,, set at one-half its control value. As heart rate is increased
from its control value (shown by vertical dash-dot line) CO and MAP
increase and then plateau and finally decrease at very high heart rates.
PVP decreases continuously with heart rate. LV end-diastolic pressure
(P&, which normally equals PVP in the simulation, becomes less than
PVP by a small amount as heart rate is increased above 120 beats/min.
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Fig. 6. Impact of decreasing unstressed vascular volume (Vu) with complimentary increases in stressed vascular volume (Vs) on cardiovascular
performance with E,, set at one-half its control value. When no pericardium is present (A), PVP rises substantially as Vs is increased from
its control value (shown by vertical dash-dot line); this is accompanied
by modest increases in MAP and CO. In presence of pericardium (B),
responses of CO and MAP to changes in Vs are blunted, but PVP still
increases substantially.

with LV E,, set at one-half normal is shown in Fig. 6A.
Note that concomitant with this 20% change in VU, Vs is
increased by over 100% (from 750 to 1,650 ml). With this
change, CO and MAP increased substantially. The significant finding, however, is that this is the only intervention tested that leads to a substantial increase in PVP.
PVP reached 25 mmHg when VU had fallen to ~4,400
ml, a decrease of only 7% from the control value; it is
important to recognize that accompanying this seemingly
small decrease in VU, Vs has risen from 725 to 1,100 ml,
an increase of nearly 50%.
Impact of pericardium. In the simulation used thus far,
right and left ventricular properties were independent of
each other. In reality, right and left ventricular properties
because they share a common wall,
are interdependent
the septum, and because they are encased within a single
sack, the pericardium.
The impact of septum-mediated
ventricular interaction has been analyzed in detail previously (29). The results of that analysis suggested that for
equivalent net chamber properties, changes in CO resulting from decreases in ventricular strength are not
significantly different if the heart is modeled as two interacting chambers or as two independent
chambers;
therefore, further analysis of this form of interaction’will
not be presented here.
Pericardial constraints, modeled as detailed in APPENDIX B, have the effect of increasing right and left ventricular pressures at any given volume by an amount that
is nonlinearly related to the sum of right and left ventricular volumes. The impact of this constraint on the
overall cardiovascular response to increased Vs is summarized in Fig. 6B. As shown, for similar changes in Vs
and VU, the pericardium attenuated the increases in CO
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and MAP while lessening the rise in PVP to a small
degree.
The pericardium also had a profound effect on central
venous pressure (CVP) (not shown graphically). As Vu
was decreased from 4,750 to 3,850 ml, CVP increased
from 1.1 to 3.2 mmHg in the absence of the pericardium;
in the presence of pericardial constraints, CVP changed
from 3.4 mmHg at baseline to 13.5 mmHg after the shift
in Vu. Thus, in this model, pericardial constraints are
required to predict elevations in CVP, which commonly
occur in patients with acute LVD in the absence of right
ventricular dysfunction.

Impact of sympathetic activation and pericardium on
overall hemodynamic response to acute LVD. To further

illustrate the important role of the pericardium and sympathetic activation in determining
overall hemodynamic
status, we obtained pressure-volume (PV) loops from the
computer simulation under various conditions (see Fig.
7). The dotted lines show the ventricular EDPVR and the
end-systolic pressure-volume
relation (ESPVR) as labeled. The PV loop shown by the dashed line was obtained with no pericardial constraints and with model
parameters set at control values except for E,,, which was
set at one-half its control value. Note the very low peak
ventricular pressure (equal to systolic blood pressure) and
relatively low Ped (bottom right corner of loop). Under
these conditions stroke volume was -50 ml and CO was
only 3.9 l/min at the control heart rate of 75 beats/min.
The dashed-dotted line shows the PV loops resulting
when sympathetic activation is simulated by increasing
increasing heart rate to 125
R, to 2,500 dynscm-5,
beats/min, and increasing Vs to 1,950 ml (still without
pericardial constraints). Note the marked increase in LV
Ped to 38 mmHg and peak LVP to -170 mmHg; while
stroke volume was decreased to 32 ml, CO increased to 4.3
l/min because of the high heart rate. When pericardial
effects are introduced (solid line), the bottom portion of
the PV loop becomes substantially
elevated above the

25

75
Volume

125
(ml)

Fig. 7. PV loops illustrating dramatic impact of pericardium on simulated hemodynamic responses to sympathetic activation. Dotted lines,
end-systolic and end-diastolic pressure-volume relations (ESPVR and
EDPVR, respectively). Dashed line, PV loop obtained with E,, set at
one-half control value but other cardiovascular parameters fixed at their
control value. Heart rate was increased to 135 beats/min, R, was increased to 2,900 dyn 0s cmm5, and Vs was increased to 1,950 ml. In
absence of pericardium (dash-dot line), PV loop shifts to right [increase
in end-diastolic volume (V,.)]. However, in presence of pericardium
(solid line), PV loop shifts upward off the EDPVR. As a result of
curtailed increase in Ved, stroke volume is smaller and peak pressure is
less than that observed in absence of pericardium.
l
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EDPVR, the Ved decreases, and LV Ped decreased by a
small amount; as a consequence, stroke volume fell to 26
ml, CO fell to 3.4 l/min, and peak LV pressure dropped a
small amount. Thus, as noted above, the pericardial constraints attenuated the beneficial hemodynamic effects of
increased Vs.
The CVP corresponding to the dashed-dotted PV loop
in Fig. 7 (no pericardium) was only 2 mmHg, essentially
the baseline value. However, when the pericardium was
added, CVP increased to 12 mmHg, again suggesting a
mechanism for why CVP increases when there is acute
LVD in the absence of right ventricular dysfunction.
In summary, this model predicts a hemodynamic state
that is commonly encountered in patients presenting
with acute pulmonary edema secondary to many causes in
whom ventricular dysfunction is not severe enough to
induce shock. Specifically, the model predicts an elevated
MAP, elevated PVP and CVP, and decreased CO in the
presence of tachycardia.
DISCUSSION

The results of this theoretical analysis suggest that
significant elevations of PVP do not occur as a direct
hemodynamic consequence of acute LVD. Pure decreases
in LV strength were associated with marked decreases in
blood pressure and cardiac output but only minimal elevations in PVP. Simulated, stepwise activation of autonomic reflex components was quite revealing as to the
role of individual compensatory mechanisms in both normalizing and worsening overall hemodynamic status after
the onset of LVD. Increases in peripheral resistance effectively increased blood pressure but caused further decreases in cardiac output. Increases in heart rate acted to
restore cardiac output. However, PVP did not rise appreciably in response to either of these interventions.
The
only maneuver that caused significant elevation of PVP
in the simulation was an increase in the stressed blood
volume. Because, under normal conditions, unstressed
blood volume accounts for as much as 85% of the total
volume, shifts of as little as 15% of this pool into the
stressed pool caused tremendous increases in PVP. However, the hemodynamic benefits of such an increase (improving blood pressure or cardiac output) are overshadowed by its detrimental
effects of causing pulmonary
congestion. Simulation of pericardial constraints are predicted to markedly attenuate the beneficial effects of increased stressed vascular volume, although not to appreciably alter the concomitant
pulmonary
vascular
congestion.
The results of this analysis emphasize that with acute
LVD, ventricular filling pressure may predominantly
be
determined by the vascular system, and not the other way
around. This is opposite to the commonly held notion
that impaired LV function leads to a primary increase in
ventricular Ped that is transmitted backward to the pulmonary venous system. It is also opposite to the frequently held notion that impaired LV function leads to a
primary increase in PVP due to shifts of blood from systemic to pulmonic system, which are purely on the basis
of a transient mismatch in right and left ventricular cardiac output. In contrast, according to the currently pro-
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posed scheme, the increases in PVP and LV filling pressure are both mediated by central nervous system actions
(venoconstriction);
that is, the diastolic LV is a passive
element that responds to the external forces imposed on
it by the vascular system.
Relation to previous work. Current understanding
of
the dynamics of the closed-loop circulatory system is
largely based on the pioneering theoretical and experimental work of Guyton and his colleagues (10). They (13)
and others (22) have examined changes in the venous
return curve (the relation between right atria1 pressure
and rate of venous return) during acute heart failure.
These studies revealed that during acute heart failure the
venous return curve shifts downward and to the left (i.e.,
less venous return for a given right atria1 pressure), and
this has been attributed to shifting of blood from the
systemic to pulmonic circuit. It has been assumed that
these shifts result directly from a transient mismatch
between right and left ventricular stroke volumes that
occurs over the first several seconds after an insult to LV
function. While accumulation
of blood in the pulmonic
circuit, which is also predicted by the current analysis,
must result from transient mismatches between right and
left ventricular stoke volumes, the underlying mechanism
suggested by the present analysis is very different than
that assumed by Guyton. As indicated above, Guyton and
colleagues (9) assumed that the transient stroke volume
mismatch was a direct consequence of the abruptly decreased LV pumping ability; the present analysis suggests
that this does not occur (Fig. 2; no significant shift in
blood in the absence of venoconstriction).
In contrast, the
present analysis suggests that the fluid accumulation in
the lung is due first to functional redistribution
of blood
from unstressed to stressed circulating pool. Second, for
the case that this functional redistribution
of blood occurs mostly on the basis of splanchnic venoconstriction
(see below), a transient increase in right ventricular
stroke volume will result from the consequent increase in
central venous pressure. The recruited fluid will ultimately distribute throughout the circulatory system; the
amount of fluid ultimately settling in the lung will depend
on the equilibrium
flow through the circuit and the relative compliances of the various vascular beds.
One additional limitation
of these previous studies and
theories is failure to account for the effects of the pericardium in understanding closed-loop cardiovascular dynamics. It is interesting that in the earlier theory (9)
central venous pressures did not rise with pure LVD. This
is also a common experience in experimental
settings
when the pericardium is removed (22). However, rises in
central venous pressure are common in patients who present with acute pulmonary edema; the present theory
suggests that this finding is due to pericardial constraints;
changes in venous tone in and of themselves do not appear to be adequate to explain this finding.
Evidence for shifts of vascular capacity. It has long been
recognized that sympathetic nervous system activation
leads to decreased systemic vascular capacity. This is
brought about predominately
by changes in the splanchnit vascular bed that result in leftward shift of the venous
pressure-volume relation (2-6, 8, 26, 32).
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Evidence that decreased vascular capacity plays an important role in the development
of acute pulmonary
edema has been provided by recent studies in an ischemic
model of LVD in intact dogs (30, 39). Microsphere embolization of the coronary artery bed resulted in significant increases in pulmonary capillary pressures associated with - 1520% decreases in the volume-axis intercept of the whole gut venous pressure-volume relation. Of
note, there was no significant change in the slope of these
venous relations, indicating that the compliance of the
vascular bed was unchanged. It was also shown that these
shifts were reversed by either nitroglycerin
(30) or
Enaliprilat
(40) administration.
Evidence for sympathetic modulation
of vascular capacity in humans has also been provided recently by
Robinson et al. (24) in subjects with no known cardiac
disease. When subjected to mental stress, the venous
pressure-volume relation of the forearm shifted to the left
in a parallel manner, with the volume-axis intercept decreasing by - 14%.
There is recent evidence that parallel leftward shifts in
the venous pressure-volume curve, such as have been observed during acute heart failure, also occur and are sustained in an experimental model of chronic heart failure
(18). Furthermore, these curves shift back toward normal
when ventricular function is allowed to recover. Thus, if
the results of the present analysis are momentarily
extended to chronic heart failure, it can be hypothesized
that changes in venous tone could play a pivotal role in
determining ventricular filling pressures in chronic heart
failure.
Measurements to confirm that shifts occur in the venous pressure-volume relations in human subjects in the
throws of an acute bout of pulmonary edema have not
been made. Nevertheless, peripheral autonomic blockade
has long been recognized to decrease central venous pressure in patients with chronic heart failure, and this effect
was hypothesized to be related in part to venodilatation
(23)
Potential role of atria The present simulation did not
include effects of the atria. Atria1 contraction enhances
ventricular filling so that ventricular Ped may be higher
than PVP at low heart rates and can more nearly reach
PVP at high heart rates. In addition, model analysis has
indicated that the compliance of the atria1 chamber facilitates transfer of blood from the veins to the ventricle
(35). However, because of the impact of pericardial constraints, even relatively substantial increases in LV filling
pressure would be ineffective at increasing ventricular
diastolic volume. Thus it is anticipated that the impact of
atria on enhancing cardiac output or lessening the degree
of pulmonary vascular congestion would be minimal.
Furthermore, pericardial pressures are determined not
only by ventricular volumes but by the sum of the volumes of all four cardiac chambers (12, 15). In fact, the
atria have been shown to have relatively profound influences on pericardial pressures. It would be expected,
therefore, that had atria been included in the simulation,
the pericardial constraints would have been exaggerated
compared with those presented in Figs. 6 and 7.
Physiology

of venodilator

therapy
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edema. Traditional
treatment of acute pulmonary edema
includes administration
of diuretics, nitrates, and morphine. These agents act to decrease intravascular volume
and/or to increase venous capacity, thus reducing
stressed blood volume; both of these effects lead to a
decrease in LV filling pressure. Decreases in LV Ped
would ordinarily lead to decreases in LV Ved and thus
decreases in cardiac output via the Frank-Starling
mechanism. However, these therapies are known to increase, not decrease, cardiac output. How is it, then, that
a treatment that leads to a decrease in ventricular preload
pressure also leads to an increase in cardiac output? One
factor may be that decreases in PVP will result in improved blood oxygenation, which, in turn, may enhance
ventricular performance. However, further model analysis supports a previously proposed hemodynamic mechanism for the beneficial effects of venodilators in heart
failure, which involves the pericardium
(14, 25, 37, 38).
As PVP is decreased, biventricular diastolic pressures decrease with an easing of pericardial pressures; that is,
diastolic ventricular pressures fall as a result of decreased
pericardial pressures but ventricular volumes do not decrease appreciably. As a specific example, consider the
effect of reducing stressed blood volume in the computer
model (i.e., to simulate venodilator therapy) starting from
conditions considered representative of those accompanying acute LVD shown by the pressure-volume
loop
drawn with the solid line in Fig. 7. This pressure-volume
loop has been redrawn in Fig. 8, again with a solid line
(note expanded scales). When we start from the specified
conditions (with pericardial constraints present), Vs was
decreased from 1,950 to 1,250 ml, simulating
a rather
large decrease in stressed volume. After this, LV diastolic
pressure decreased substantially
from 29 to 18 mmHg,
but LV Ved only decreased from 118 to 111 ml and cardiac
output from 3.4 to 3.3 l/min. According to the FrankStarling mechanism, the strength of ventricular contraction is determined by the Ved. Thus stroke volume can be
maintained in the face of venodilatation
because the pressure-volume loop shifts downward, instead of shifting
leftward, as a result of pericardial-ventricular
interactions. Additional
hemodynamic
benefits would be expected from the actions of these agents as mild afterload
reducers, which would allow cardiac output to increase
above the starting value and thus explain the clinical
scenario.
The results of this theoretical analysis are also consistent with previous clinical findings indicating that, while
increasing cardiac output, treatment of heart failure with
an agent that is primarily an afterload reducer does not
relieve pulmonary congestion (7). The analysis specifically indicates that changes in afterload resistance have
very little effect on pulmonary venous pressure (Fig. 4).
Because the analysis indicates that the primary factor
responsible for increasing pulmonary pressure is changes
in venous capacity, it follows that impacting on that part
of the system would be the most effective in alleviating
the problem.
Role of sympathetic nervous system in heart failure. As
reviewed by Packer (19) recently, the prevailing view of
the cardiology community
regarding whether the auto-
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Fig. 8. Simulated effect of venodilator therapy. Solid line, PV loop expected in patient with acute LV dysfunction after activation of sympathetic system (see legend of Fig. 8 for hemodynamic parameters).
Stressed vascular volume is then decreased from starting value of 1,950
to 1,250 ml to simulate effects of pure venodilator. The resulting PV
loop (dashed line) shifts downward back to EDPVR and slightly to left.
Ped drops substantially from 30 to 18 mmHg, while Ved decreases only
a small amount from 118 to 111 ml because of pericardial constraints.
Since Ved changes little, stroke volume can be maintained despite a large
drop in Ped.

nomic nervous system acts to improve or worsen the
symptoms of heart failure has shifted several times over
the past 50 years. For the most part, however, these arguments have dealt with chronic heart failure in which
factors other than those considered in the present analysis play important roles. These include, but are not limited to, salt and water retention, ventricular and pericardial remodeling, and other consequences of chronically
elevated concentrations of a multitude of neural and hormonal substances (e.g., catecholamines, renin, atrial natriuretic hormone) . However, discussion of the role of the
sympathetic nervous system in the development of acute
heart failure has received less attention.
It has been hypothesized that the sympathetic nervous
system evolved in large part to allow animals to deal with
episodes of stress such as occurs with acute hemorrhage.
In the case of an acute hemorrhage in an otherwise young,
healthy individual, shifts of volume from the unstressed
to the stressed blood pool could serve as a powerful way of
compensating for quantities of lost blood (8). The other
major accompanying autonomic actions (i.e., increased
arterial resistance, heart rate, and ventricular contractility) serve appropriately
to restore cardiac output and
blood pressure. In such a situation, the centrally orchestrated alterations of the individual components of the
otherwise healthy cardiovascular system act in concert to
normalize hemodynamic
status. While the stimuli that
trigger autonomic activation with acute heart failure are
similar to those of acute stress (i.e , decreased blood pressure and cardiac output), it is apparent that the optimal
hemodynamic
remedy is not the same. Specifically, the
results of the present analysis indicate that recruitment
of blood volume is detrimental to the organism as a whole.
Accordingly, it can be argued that the autonomic system
is not designed to deal optimally with the hemodynamic
state created by failing ventricular pump function.
Limitations.
In the present study, a relatively simple
model of the cardiovascular system has been analyzed.
Care has been taken in selecting parameter values. Furthermore, many additional analyses have been performed
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using a wide range of parameter values and combinations
of parameter values to ensure that the main conclusion of
this study is not peculiar to one narrow range of parameter values. Nevertheless, the results and conclusions
should be viewed as theoretical and subject to experimental verification (see below for further discussion). Generally, the model behaved in a manner consistent with clinical and experimental observations in almost every way.
An exception to this was one of the effects of pericardial
constraints. In the model, when pericardial restraints are
abruptly
removed, LV diastolic
pressure increases
slightly. It is generally recognized that when the pericardium is removed from the heart, LV diastolic pressure
decreases. The reason that LV diastolic pressures rise in
the simulation is that when pericardial constraints are
removed there is a marked decrease in right ventricular
(RV) diastolic pressure; in response to this there is enhanced filling of the RV and an increased RV stroke
volume (with RV greater than LV stroke volume) that
persists until a new equilibrium
state is established. As a
result of this, there is a redistribution
of fluid from the
systemic venous capacitance to the pulmonic venous capacitance, with concomitant increase in LV Ped. Whether
this represents a point of divergence between the model
predictions and reality is not certain because an experiment in which heart failure has been created with an
intact pericardium and blocked autonomic reflexes followed by pericardiectomy
has not been performed.
One additional assumption in the model deserves further mention. We have assumed that total blood volume
remains constant after venoconstriction.
However, as
pointed out above, fluid can shift from the intravascular
to extravascular space when venous pressure rises; it has
been argued that the degree to which this effect can alter
blood volume is small (33), although there is some controversy (1, 20). However, this factor is important
because one example of this phenomenon is transudation of
fluid into the lung interstitial
space (and then into the
alveoli), which limits oxygen transfer and is likely responsible for some of the symptoms of acute heart failure.
Such fluid shifts would cause any increase in Vs to be less
than the initiating
decrease in VU. The consequence of
venoconstriction
that was determined to cause the increase in pulmonary pressures was the increase in Vs;
therefore,
intravascular-to-extravascular
fluid shifts
would have the effect of attenuating the effect of venoconstriction to increase venous pressures. It is important
to note, therefore, that this effect does not alter the conclusions of this theoretical study in any way; it merely
indicates that greater decreases in Vs are required to
cause a given change in VU.
Conclusions. The conclusions of this study are derived
from model analysis and not directly from experimental
observations. With regard to the role of such models in
cardiovascular research, Milnor wrote:
Fundamentally, they serve to put an hypothesis into concise quantitative form, which has the peripheral benefit of
forcing an investigator to make his ideas free of ambiguity.
. Once a mathematical or analogue model has been completed, it can be used to compute the effects of changing
any parameter, often with results that were not obvious
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before. At that point there is a strong temptation to believe
that the results reveal something about the circulation in
vivo, which they do not. What they tell us are the implications of the hypotheses built into the model, hypotheses
that may or may not be valid in living animals. Models are
thus a kind of temporary assembly of working assumptions, and their purpose should be to provoke, not take the
place of, new experimental observations. (16, p. 98)

In choosing to use analytic methods to explore the
hemodynamics
of heart failure, we have been forced to
clarify and specify our ideas about cardiovascular mechanics. We have quantitatively
linked basic concepts of
hemodynamics,
pericardial physiology, and reflex-mediated changes in cardiovascular
parameters.
Consequently, the results support a comprehensive theory that
explains why pulmonary congestion and elevations of
central venous pressure occur after the onset of acute
LVD; the theory also provides an explanation for timehonored treatments of this condition. The results should
not be viewed quantitatively
but rather in a qualitative
sense with regard to how we think of the pathophysiology
of acute heart failure. Hopefully, in revealing inconsistencies between current theories and clinical observations,
new discussions and experimentation
will be provoked
that will help advance our understanding and treatment
of heart failure.
APPENDIX

A

The equations describing the model depicted in Fig. 1 are
reviewed in this section. The ventricles were modeledas timevarying elastanceswith linear end-systolic and nonlinear enddiastolic pressure-volumerelations. Left ventricular pressures
(PLv) and volume (V,,) were interrelated by the following
equations,which have been usedbefore (29)
PLVW
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P,,
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A comparablesetof equationswasusedto describeRV function;
all of the parametersdescribing RV and LV function were independentof each other except for T,, and 7, which were set at
the samevaluesfor both ventricles; thus cLV(t) and ERV(t)were
identical functions.
The capacitanceof the systemiccirculation wasdivided into
arterial and venous capacitances, C,,, and C,,,, respectively.
Similarly, the pulmonic circulation had arterial and venouscapacitive elements,Cap and C, p, respectively. Pressures(P) and
volumes (V) in each‘capacitancewere related by the following
linear relations
PC =v,

lc,, ,

(Aa

P,” = v,*;c V,S

(A7)

P,“’t = v,‘/c, a,p
P,’ = vcap,c V,P
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In each of these equations, the volume representsthe stressed
volume in the capacitance.The total unstressedvolume of the
system equalsthe sum of the unstressedvolumes of all four
capacitances.Therefore, total unstressedvolume could be considered as a single parameter (VU), without the need to be
broken down into unstressedvolumes of individual compartments. Therefore, total body blood volume (V,), unstressed
volume, and volumeson individual capacitancesare interrelated
by
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was relatively flat until a critical value at which point pressure
risessteeply: a! = 8.6 x 1O-22 mmHg; p = 9.5 ml-l.
Copies of the computer simulation used in this analysis, which run on
IBM-compatible computers, along with a basic instruction set (stored in
WordPerfect 5.1 format) are available free of charge. Send a blank
diskette and stamped self-addressed return envelope to D. Burkhoff,
Div. of Circulatory Physiology, Milstein 5-435, Columbia Presbyterian
Hospital, 177 Fort Washington Ave., New York, NY 10032.
Address reprint requests to D. Burkhoff.
Received 31 August 1991; accepted in final form 5 April 1993.
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Thesesimultaneousdifferential equationswere solvedusing numerical methods.
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